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ABSTRACT

When its economic increase attracts the global attention, China is also looking for a break-through in its judicial reform. The Qi v. Chen case (2001) was considered to be the Chinese version of Marbury v. Madison and gave rise to a heated discussion of the judicial review power in China. This article will analyze the doubts on the Qi case and the prospects of judicial review it indicates through comparison with Marbury v. Madison. Although Qi v. Chen opened the door for constitutional litigation, its dramatic facts and strained application of the Constitution threw it into question. Nevertheless, its effect is unquestionable. However, Rome was not built in one day and only the Qi case cannot complete the establishment of a reliable judicial review system of China. This thesis will explain the difficulties China has in applying judicial review to ensure the implementation of the Constitution.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the implementation of the Constitution, judicial review plays an important role,\(^1\) without which the Constitution is like a wolf without teeth. Although sometimes under serious assault,\(^2\) it has maintained an admirable power and its broad scope for hundreds of years in the United States of America. Judicial review has been defined as “1. A court's power to review the actions of other branches or levels of government; esp., the courts' power to invalidate legislative and executive actions as being unconstitutional. 2. The constitutional doctrine providing for this power. 3. A court's review of a lower court's or an administrative body's factual or legal findings.”\(^3\)

This article will discuss only the court’s ability to review the constitutionality of the actions the executive and legislative branches of government of other branches or levels

---


\(^2\) See for example, Saikrishna B. Prakash & John C. Yoo, The Origins of Judicial Review, 70 U. Chi. L. Rev. 887, 888(2003). “It should come as no surprise that when the Supreme Court has refused to enforce unconstitutional federal legislation, supporters of such legislation have questioned the legitimacy of judicial review. Such arguments typically have arisen during crucial moments in American political and constitutional history, such as the early national period, the Civil War, the New Deal, and the Civil Rights movement. It is fair to say that the recent federalism decisions have not yet wrought a revolution in the federal-state relationship, and there has been nothing approaching the popular outcry and political attacks on the courts that characterized the true controversies over judicial review that occurred during the Civil War or the New Deal.” See also Mark Tushnet, Taking the Constitution away from the Courts (Princeton University Press, 1999).

\(^3\) Black’s Law Dictionary 852 (7th ed. 1999).
of government. The origin of this concept dates back to at least the Greco-Roman civilization.⁴

In France, the Conseil Constitutionnel, a special council with a controversial nature of a legislative or judicial agency,⁵ has the power of constitutional review.⁶ It can interpret the French Constitution in all constitutional cases brought before the court, but its power to impose the interpretation is often limited by other branches of government.⁷

Germany uses a specially designated constitutional court to exercise the judicial review power, as most other states do.⁸

In the United States, the courts have been endowed with a power of judicial review since Marbury v. Madison (1803),⁹ but the scope of this power continues to be


⁵ Dominique Rousseau, The Conseil Constitutionnel Confronted With Comparative Law and The Theory Of Constitutional Justice (Or Louis Favoreu's Untenable Paradoxes), 5 Int'l J. Const. L. 28, 31 (2007). Whether the nature of Conseil Constitutionnel is judicial or political is still in dispute.

⁶ 1958 Const. 56-63 (Fr.).


⁹ Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
questioned to this day. Nevertheless, the influence of the power of judicial review is very wide and includes even the eastern part of the world.

After more than 50 years without judicial review, the Chinese Constitution made a breakthrough in implementation with a case on educational rights in 2001. Some people even compared the case Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi (2001) to Marbury v. Madison. Commentators thought the decision would open a door to the future establishment of


constitutional court. Six years have now passed, and it is the time to rethink of Qi Yuling case and its effect.

The comparison to the Marbury v. Madison case is somewhat strained but might imply a different understanding about China’s constitution and also give a hint about a different way for the judicial reform in the ancient eastern country to proceed.

This thesis will consider: 1) the facts of the Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi (2001) case in detail; 2) the legal nature of the case; 3) the reasons why it can or cannot be called the “first constitutional case” and what problems there might be in the judgment of this case; 4) the substance of the Chinese and American legal systems by analyzing the Qi v. Chen (2001) case and comparing the Marbury v. Madison (1803); 5) the reasons why the U.S. system may or may not suit China; and 6) the features of China’s legal system and its prospects on judicial review in the future.

---

16 See Bao Wanchao, Faguan Yu Xianfa (Judges and the Constitution), in FAZHI RIBAO (LEGAL DAILY), Beijing, August 19, 2001, at 3.

17 In Chinese, given names come after surnames.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND

A. Introduction to the “first constitutional case” in China

1. Background of the case

In the last 60 years, the People’s Republic of China has had four Constitutions in 1954, 1975, 1978 and 1982, followed by several amendments including the latest one in 2004. This changing landscape of Constitutional law reflects the people’s experience of prosperity and frustrations in this country for nearly six decades.

None of the four Constitutions had been implemented in a case until Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi case, which lasted for two years and has been called “the first case of the Constitution of China,” something the parties did not expect.

2. Facts

The plaintiff, Qi Yuling, was a worker at Lunan Ferroalloy General Factory of Shandong. She resided at Chengguanzhen, Zoucheng City, Shandong Province.

The defendants were:

a. Chen Xiaoqi, an employee of the Shandong Tengzhou Branch, Bank of China;

b. Chen Kezheng, the father of Chen Xiaoqi’s, a worker in the local government of the place where the case happened;

c. The Jining Business School of Shandong Province (Jining School);


d. The Eighth Middle School of Tengzhou City, Shandong Province (the 8th middle school), where the plaintiff Qi and defendant Chen both graduated;

e. The Education Committee of Tengzhou City, Shandong Province (Education Committee).

In 1990, the defendant Chen Xiaoqi failed an exam for further education. The plaintiff Qi Yuling, who was her schoolmate at The Eighth Middle School of Tengzhou City, passed the examination and was admitted to Jining School. With the help of the defendant Chen Kezheng, Chen Xiaoqi obtained Qi Yuling’s admission letter, successfully impersonated her, and enrolled in the Jining Business School of Shandong Province. Qi did not know she had been admitted. Years later, Chen Xiaoqi graduated from the Business School and found a job in a bank under the name of Qi Yuling.20

3. Procedural History and Holdings:

a. Plaintiff Qi Yuling filed a suit against Chen Xiaoqi at the Intermediate People's Court of Zaozhuang City, Shandong Province, charging the defendants with infringements of the right of name and the right to receive education, claiming compensation for both economic loss and emotional injury. The defendants argued that the right of education is not a right provided in the General Principles of Civil Law and that plaintiff had no cause of action.

Acting in accord with Articles 99 and 120 of the General Principles of Civil Law, the Intermediate People’s Court of Zaozhuang City held that the defendants’ act breached the plaintiff’s general rights of personal name provided by Article 99 and that the plaintiff deserved economic compensation and an injunction under Article 120:

The Court held that:

(1) The defendant Chen Xiaoqi must stop infringing upon the plaintiff Qi Yuling’s right to her name;

(2) The defendants Chen Xiaoqi, Chen Kezheng, Jining, and the Eighth Middle School, Education committee must make an apology to the plaintiff Qi Yuling;

21 Min fa tong ze [General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic of China], Art. 99 (promulgated by the National People’s Congress of P.R.C., April 12th 1986, effective Jan 1st, 1987) LAINFOCHINA (last visited Oct. 13, 2007). Article 99 is about the right of name, providing that “Citizens shall enjoy the right of personal name and shall be entitled to determine, use or change their personal names in accordance with relevant provisions. Interference with, usurpation of and false representation of personal names shall be prohibited. Legal persons, individual businesses and individual partnerships shall enjoy the right of name. Enterprises as legal persons, individual businesses and individual partnerships shall have the right to use and lawfully assign their own names.” It is also available at the official website of the national legislature of China, http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgrdw/english/news/newsDetail.jsp?id=2204&articleId=344984 (last visited Oct. 13, 2007).

22 See id. art. 120. Article 120 is about compensation and damages in civil cases, providing that “If a citizen's right of personal name, portrait, reputation or honour is infringed upon, he shall have the right to demand that the infringement be stopped, his reputation be rehabilitated, the ill effects be eliminated and an apology be made; he may also demand compensation for losses. The above paragraph shall also apply to infringements upon a legal person's right of name, reputation or honour.” It is also available at the official website of the national legislature of China, http://www.npc.gov.cn/zgrdw/english/news/newsDetail.jsp?id=2204&articleId=344984 (last visited Oct. 13, 2007).


24 Min fa tong ze [General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic of China], Art. 120, supra Note 22.
(3) Chen Xiaoqi was liable for the attorney fees of ¥825,25 together with the other defendants, Chen Kezheng, Jining Business School, the Eighth Middle School of Tengzhou City and the Education Committee of Tengzhou City, who were liable jointly and severally;

(4) The emotional distress damage for Qi Yuling was ¥35,000: Chen Xiaoqi, ¥5,000; Chen Kezheng ¥5,000; Jining School, ¥15,000; the 8th Middle School, ¥6,000; the Education Committee, ¥4,000.

(5) The authentication cost of ¥ 400 shall be paid by the 8th Middle School and the Education Committee, ¥ 200 each.

(6) Plaintiff’s other pleadings were rejected.

Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi (2001).26

b. The Plaintiff Qi Yuling appealed to the High People's Court of Shandong Province, to recover compensation for spiritual damage and emphasized the effect of Jining School and the Eighth Middle School’s irresponsibility. The High Court reported to the Supreme People's Court to ask for interpretations.

The Supreme Court of China gave the reply on July 24, 2001, which was adopted at the 1183rd meeting of the Judicial Committee of the Supreme People’s Court on June 28, 2001, and was promulgated and came into force on August 13, 2001, regarding whether the Civil Liabilities Shall Be Borne for the Infringement upon a Citizen’s Basic Right of

25 “¥” means Yuan or yen, the symbol of Chinese currency RMB. $ 1≈¥ 7~8.

Receiving Education Which was under the Protection of the Constitution by Means of Infringing upon His/Her Right of Personal Name. The Reply stated that the right to education of the Plaintiff protected by the Constitution was infringed and she deserved some compensation in this case.\textsuperscript{27}

With the Supreme People's Court’s official reply, No. 25 (2001) Judicial Interpretation, the High People's Court of Shandong Province held that:

(1). Maintain 1, 2, 3 in the original judgment of first instance;

(2). Repeal 4, 5, 6 in the original judgment of first instance;

(3). Appellees Chen Xiaoqi and Chen Kezheng shall compensate Qi Yuling for the direct economic losses in the sum of ¥7000, which she suffered from the infringement of the right to receive education, within ten days after they receive this judgment. Jining Business School, the Eighth Middle School and the Educational Committee shall bear joint liabilities;

(4). Appellees Chen Xiaoqi and Chen Kezheng shall compensate Qi Yuling for indirect economic losses, in the amount of ¥41,105 within ten days after they receive this judgment. Jining Business School, the Eighth Middle School and the Educational Committee shall bear joint liabilities;

\textsuperscript{27} Zui gao ren min fa yuan guan yu yi qin fan xing ming quan de shou duan qin fan xian fa bao hu de gong min shou jiao yu de ji ben quan li shou ying cheng dan min shi ze ren de pi fu, [The Official Reply of the Supreme People’s Court on Whether the Civil Liabilities Shall Be Borne for the Infringement upon a Citizen’s Basic Right of Receiving Education Which Is under the Protection of the Constitution by Means of Infringing upon His/Her Right of Personal Name], Fa shi 25 hao si jie shi, [No. 25 [2001] of the Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court of People’s Republic of China] (promulgated by the Supreme Court of People’s Republic of China, July 24, 2001, effective Aug. 13, 2001) LAWINFOCHINA (available at http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/displayModeTwo.asp?db=1&id=1954) (last visited May 20, 2007)
(5). Appellees Chen Xiaoqi, Chen Kezheng, Jining Business School, the Eighth Middle School, the Education Committee shall compensate Qi Yuling for her mental damages in the sum of ¥50,000 within ten days after they receive this judgment;

(6). Deny Qi Yuling's other pleadings.


B. Legal Issues

1. Nature of the case: Civil, Administrative or Constitutional?

Qi v. Chen is diverse in nature because of the involvement of various entities, including schools and the government education committee. Although constitutional in nature, it might also be a civil, administrative, or even criminal case. Marbury v. Madison was not that colorful in nature.

a. A Civil Case:

The Qi Case was a civil case. The parties are entities in civil law; the remedy is to pay monetary damages and apologize. The infringed right of the plaintiff is the education right, which is written in the Article 9 of Education Law of the People’s Republic of China: “Citizens of the People's Republic of China shall have the right and obligation to receive education. All citizens, regardless of ethnic group, race, sex, occupation, property status or religious belief, shall enjoy equal opportunities for education according to

Also, the personal name rights in Article 120 of the General Principles of Civil Law of P.R.C: “If a citizen's right of personal name, portrait, reputation or honor is infringed upon, he shall have the right to demand that the infringement be stopped, his reputation rehabilitated, the ill effects eliminated and an apology made; he may also demand compensation for losses. The above paragraph shall also apply to infringements upon a legal person's right of name, reputation or honor.”

b. A Criminal Case:

The facts in Qi v. Chen were dramatic. It could not be easy to impersonate somebody especially for such a long time without being found out.

The official files of this case provided the facts as follows:

“… Because the Eighth Middle School hadn't informed Qi Yuling herself of her marks and the fraction line of authorized training, but also because it gave the notice of admission to Chen Xiaoqi who came to take it in the name of Qi Yuling, these created conditions for Chen Xiaoqi to go to school in the name of Qi Yuling under the scheme of Chen Kezheng. Later, because Jining Business School hadn't strictly checked the new students who came for registration, it accepted Chen Xiao under the


circumstance of no certificate for taking examinations and no other effective certificate. As a result, it became a fact that Chen Xiaqi went to school in the name of others and Qi Yuling lost the chance of receiving authorized training. After Chen Xiaqi entered Jining Business School, the Educational Committee of Tengzhou helped Chen Kezheng to have forged a form of physical examinations; the Eighth Middle School of Tengzhou helped her to have forged a form of semester comments; Violating the Rules of Archives Management, Jining Business School let Chen Xiaqi carry her archives by herself, it provided Chen Kezheng with a chance of replacing the materials in the archives, such and such produced the consequence that Chen Xiaqi not only went to school in the name of others, but also went to work in the name of others, that is to say, the infringement was continued.”

Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaqi (2001). 31

Clearly according to the facts above, the Qi case is related to many crimes: first, the crime of forging and altering official documents and certificates; 32 second, probably


32 Xing fa [Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China], Art. 280, (promulgated by the Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress on July 6, 1979, effective as of January 1, 1980, and Revised National People's Congress on Mar. 14, 1997), LAWINFOCHINA (http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=354&keyword=criminal%20law, last visited Oct. 13, 2007). Article 280 provides that “Whoever forges, alters, trades, steals, forcibly seizes or destroys officials documents, certificates, or seals of state organs is to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment; when the circumstances are serious, the sentence is to be no less than three years but not more than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment. Whoever forges seals of corporations, enterprises, institutions, or people's organizations is to be sentenced to not more than three years of
bribery\textsuperscript{33} – it is hardly persuasive to argue that the other three defendants broke all the rules to help Chen and her father for nothing; third, if no bribery or corruption could be proved, then there must be a dereliction of duty under the ninth chapter of Chinese Criminal Law,\textsuperscript{34} especially Article 397, neglect of duty.\textsuperscript{35}

c. An Administrative Case:

In the Qi case, the Education Committee of Tengzhou City, Shandong Province, an administrative agency of the local government, were also defendants. This case involved the infringement of a citizen’s right by some “administrative organs or personnel,” so it

\begin{quote}
fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention, control, or deprivation of political rights. Whoever forges or alters citizens’ identification cards is to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention, control, or deprivation of political rights; when the circumstances are serious, the sentence is to be no less than three years but not more than seven years of fixed-term imprisonment.”
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{33} See id. art. 389. Article 389 provides that “An act of giving state functionaries articles of property in order to seek illegitimate gain shall be considered a crime of offering bribes. In economic activities, whoever gives articles of property to state functionaries in violation of state provisions, when the amount is fairly large, or gives a kickback or service charges of various types to state functionaries in violation of state provisions is to be dealt with as committing the crime of offering bribes. Whoever gives articles of property to state functionaries due to extortion but receives no illegitimate gain shall not be considered as committing the crime of offering bribes.”

\textsuperscript{34} See id. art. 397-419.

\textsuperscript{35} See id. art. 397. This article provides that “Any functionary of a State organ who abuses his power or neglects his duty, thus causing heavy losses to public money or property or the interests of the State and the people, shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than three years or criminal detention; if the circumstances are especially serious, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than three years but not more than seven years, except as otherwise specifically provided in this Law. Any functionary of a State organ who engages in malpractice for personal gain and commits the crime mentioned in the preceding paragraph shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than five years or criminal detention; if the circumstances are especially serious, he shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than five years but not more than 10 years, except as otherwise specifically provided in this Law.”
could be considered an administrative case according to Article 2 of the Administrative Procedure Law of China.  

However, the Court, applying Constitution provisions, uses a civil method to redress violations of fundamental rights instead of criminal or administrative law remedies.

d. A Constitutional Case:

In the Supreme People’s Court’s mind, the key issue in this case is the infringement upon the plaintiff’s educational right, which is not under the protection of China’s Law on Education. However, Article 81 of the Education Law of China does provide generally that “[t]hose who violate the provisions of this law and infringe upon the legitimate rights and interests of teachers, the persons who are to receive education, schools, and other


Article 2 provides that “A Citizen, A legal person or other organizations have the right to litigate a lawsuit to the people's courts in accordance with this Law once they consider that a concrete administrative action by administrative organs or personnels infringe their lawful rights and interests.”


educational institutions, and cause loss or damages, shall be held civilly liable in accordance with this law.39

The Qi v. Chen case was said to be the first constitutional case of China because it was the first case to apply a provision of the Constitution as the basis of the judgment. But it would not be appropriate to call it the first constitutional case as judicial review only because of the appearance of a constitutional provision in the judgment, as its nature as a constitutional case was so ambiguous and strained, since it did not touch the relationship between different government agencies at all. The Chinese courts still lack authority over other government branches.

The Marbury v. Madison case appears as the primary case in American Constitutional textbook because it is a landmark in the establishment of the judicial review system.40 Nobody could doubt its constitutional nature or relate it to criminal or civil statutes. Because of Justice Marshall’s interpretation, its nature of an administrative case was merged into a more distinguished constitutional litigation. Its influence is still greatly felt today as a check and balance to the legislative and executive branches. In China, there is no such thing as judicial review. The definition is still being debated, and there is no mechanism in reality.

The Marbury case is related to the legislative power, but does not focus on one party’s private rights. However, the Qi case involved in a private interest, and the defendants were mostly private individuals or legal persons; although the Education Committee is


listed as a defendant, its nature as an administrative or constitutional case was merged in
a civil case. If such a case can be called a constitutional case, any case can: even a
property or theft case can, because in the new Amendment (2004) of China’s Constitution,
it provides that “The lawful private property of citizens may not be encroached upon.”\(^41\)
However, it is meaningless to expand the scope of constitutional cases to such extent.

But if the case cannot be properly considered as a constitutional case, how can it be the
“first case” of Constitutional law? Some scholars vividly call it “a sheep in wolf’s
clothing.”\(^42\) There was a flood of criticism, and the nature of this case as constitutional
was gradually displayed.\(^43\) It opened the door to a discussion of a series of the
constitutional cases.

2. The relevant provisions of Constitution and laws of China

The right to an education is not a traditional constitutional right. It cannot be found in
documents like 1787 Constitution of United States\(^44\) or 1789 Declaration of the Rights of

\(^{41}\) Xian Fa [Constitution of People’s Republic of China], Art.13 (promulgated by the
National People’s Congress of P.R.C., Mar. 14, 2004, effective Dec.4, 1982),
LAWINFOCHINA
(http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=3437&keyword=constitution,
last visited May 11th, 2004). It is also available at the official website of Chinese
government: http://english.gov.cn/2005-08/05/content_20813.htm (last visited Oct. 13,
2007).

\(^{42}\) Peng Yanan, A Sheep in Wolf’s Clothing — The PRC Constitution in Qi Yuling v. Chen
Xiaoqi et al, LAWINFOCHINA, available at
http://article.chinalawinfo.com/article/user/article_display.asp?ArticleID=22420 (last

\(^{43}\) Cai Dingjian, The Development of Constitutionalism in the Transition of Chinese

\(^{44}\) U.S. Const. pmb1 (1787).
Man and of Citizens of France.\textsuperscript{45} It was unheard of in any constitutions until the 1936 Constitution of USSR.\textsuperscript{46} Deeply affected by the USSR, China’s constitutions have always included similar articles, as in the 1954 Constitution of People’s Republic of China.\textsuperscript{47}

In the 138 provisions long Constitution of China, there are at least 2 articles that are related to the Qi case:

\begin{quote}
Article 5. The state upholds the uniformity and dignity of the socialist legal system. No laws or administrative or local rules and regulations may contravene the Constitution. All state organs, the armed forces, all political parties and public organizations and all enterprises and institutions must abide by the Constitution and the law. All acts in violation of the Constitution or the law must be investigated. No organization or individual is privileged to be beyond the Constitution or the law.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
Article 46. Citizens of the People's Republic of China have the duty as well as the right to receive education. The state promotes the all-round development of children and young people, morally, intellectually and physically.
\end{quote}

Constitution of People’s Republic of China.\textsuperscript{48}


\textsuperscript{44} See Joel Spring, The Universal Right to Education: Justification, Definition, and Guidelines 11 (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Publishers 2000).

3. The Supreme People’s Court’s role in this play

In the Qi v. Chen case, the Supreme People’s Court of P.R.C. played a completely different role than that of the Supreme Court of the U.S. in Marbury v. Madison.

In the Marbury case, the Supreme Court as the trial court held that in essence the Defendant, Mr. Madison, should have delivered the commission to Marbury, but the section of the Judiciary Act of 1789 that gave the Supreme Court the power to issue writs of mandamus exceeded the authority allotted the Court under Article III of the Constitution, and was therefore null and void. Justice Marshall did not only directly judge the case but also interpreted the Constitution, even though it did not grant any remedy to the plaintiffs as they pled.

In the Qi case, the Supreme People’s Court of P.R.C., only gave a reply in response to the provincial court’s request, and the Shandong Province court that made the judgment to the case. The interpretation of the Constitution in the Reply is very limited and literal. The Supreme People’s Court affects the lower courts’ judgment usually in the role of a consultant. However, whether this method is a proper one is still an open question


49 Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 167 (1803)

50 Id. at 177-78.

discussed by the scholars.\textsuperscript{52} The reality in China is that, in accordance with the Article 33 of Organic Law of the People's Courts of the People's Republic of China, which provides that “[t]he Supreme People's Court gives interpretation on questions concerning specific application of laws and decrees in judicial proceeding;”,\textsuperscript{53} it seems that the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress has a superior power to do so.\textsuperscript{54} The supreme people’s court is not supreme but subject to the supervision of the legislative branch.\textsuperscript{55}


C. Doubts about this case

1. Invasion of Constitution into private area;

What is a constitution? Different countries may give different answers. “For Americans, ‘the Constitution’ is essentially a contract between sovereign states,” or a kind of contract between the government and the people, which tells “what kind of government and laws a nation will have. It listed the powers and duties of the government, and the rights of the people.” So usually private persons cannot be the violator of a Constitution, except the violation of the 13th Amendment. Under this presumption, to apply a constitutional provision in a common civil case between two private parties is illogical.

However, the P.R.China’s constitution is very different from constitutions of the western countries. It not only limits the government, but also imposes obligations upon the citizens, (discussed below) which makes it possible for an individual to become the

the State Council, the Central Military Commission, the Supreme People's Court and the Supreme People's Procuratorate.” Article 135 provides that “The people's courts, the people's procuratorates and the public security organs shall, in handling criminal cases, divide their functions, each taking responsibility for its own work, and they shall coordinate their efforts and check each other to ensure the correct and effective enforcement of the law.”


58 Harold Furchtgott-Roth, Violating the Constitution with Impunity, Speeches (Washington: American Enterprise Institute, 2001). “The constitution is a set of instructions about the organizations, authorities, and limitations on government activities. Who can violate the constitution? Only a governmental entity can, or indirectly, an individual exercising responsibility for that governmental entity.”

59 U.S.Const. amend XIII, §1.
one who violates the Constitution. However, the legitimacy of such provisions of China’s Constitution can be problematic.

First, the invasion of the Constitution of China into private area can lead to the abuse of rights. Because of the conciseness and abstractness of the constitutional text, the basic rights of individuals regulated in a Constitution can be ambiguous. If the articles of the Chinese Constitution are cited too frequently in civil cases between private parties, it can be possible that the parties apply constitutional articles instead of specific rules to pursue and maximize their rights in each case. Then the private rights can be to some extent boundless and abused.

Second, this kind of use of constitutional law could cause the crisis between different legal departments. As constitution is the mother law, any concrete rule in each legal department is a particular detailed expression of the spirits of constitution. Any law against the aim and tenet of the Constitution should not be valid. When there is any conflicting result to apply laws of two legal areas in one case, if the constitution can directly adjust any relations between two actors, then the specific rules could be overlooked and lose their functions which they are expected to have. Then, the function of the Constitution is over enlarged, overlapping the subordinate legal sections.

Third, the overuse of the Constitution can harm its sanctity. A Constitution is the basic law of a country and the source of the authority of all the other legal provisions. It adjusts the whole social relations between the rights of citizens and the power of the State. If applied in every civil case directly without necessity, the Constitution can be deprived of its dignity as the highest law and lowered to the same level as the other legal statutes.

Thus, to privatize the Constitution is a very creative thought, but has no sufficient theoretical and practical basis and is very questionable in its prospect, although it can make the Constitution more functional.

2. Other opportunities for the beginning of judicial review.

The Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi case became the “first constitutional case” of China, but actually, there are some other cases more qualified to be entitled to that, as follows


On August 23, 2001, three high school graduates, Jiang Yan, Luan Qian & Zhang Tian Zhu, filed an administrative lawsuit against the Ministry of Education on the grounds that the universities' 2001 recruitment plans infringed upon their right to equal education. The claim was based on the assertion that a Qingdao student needed significantly higher results on the standardized entrance examination than a Beijing student for university admission.61

In summer of 2001, the three plaintiffs graduated from a high school in Shandong Province and took part in the National College Entrance Examination. When the results came out, they found their scores were not high enough to go to any ideal college; but students from Beijing and some other developed locations could go to good universities with the same scores, which favored students from Beijing or other relatively more developed provinces.62 The three girls filed a suit against the National Education


62 Yu Meisun, On the Exigency of Renovating the College Recruiting System, Judging From the Two Cases Where the Ministry of Education is the Defendant, The Epoch Times,
Ministry in the Supreme People’s court. The case was denied to be put on trial by the Supreme People’s Court because of the lack of jurisdiction.63

Supposing the Supreme People’s Court took the case and ruled in favor of the students declaring the National Ministry of Education violated the constitution and committed discrimination by making such rules in the national college entry test, and then it would be more like a judicial review case judging the acts of a government agency, which is not provided in the general equality provision in the Chinese Constitution.64


Sun Zhigang, a 27 years old graphic designer from Hubei Province, was arrested on the streets of Guangzhou City in March 2003 for not carrying a required registration permit. Police brought him to a “custody and repatriation” center, one of hundreds of detention facilities run by local governments to control migrant populations. Three days later, Sun died from the torture by the workers there. As the killers in the Sun case were sentenced, some scholars in law filed a letter to the Standing Committee of National People’s Congress according to the Article 90 of the Law on Legislation of the People's Republic of China, Apr. 23, 2004, available at http://www.epochtimes.com/gb/4/4/23/n519496.htm (last visited Oct. 8th, 2007).


of China, asking for a constitutional review of the “Housing and Repatriating Regulation (an administrative regulation),” which was considered a violation of the Constitution and the Law on Legislation by illegal deprivation of a citizen’s freedom. Finally, the State Council (the central government) decided to repeal the Housing and Repatriating Regulation, which it had issued in 1982. The criminal case did not become a constitutional case.

65 Li fa fa [The Law on Legislation of the People's Republic of China], Art. 90 (promulgated by National People’s Congress Mar. 15, 2000, effective July 1, 2000), LAWINFOCHINA (http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=386&keyword=Law%20on%20Legislation, last visited Oct. 13, 2007). Article 90 provides that “Where the State Council, the Central Military Committee, the Supreme People's Court, the Supreme People's Procuratorate, all special committees of the Standing Committee and the standing committee of the People's Congress of all provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities directly under the central government deems that an administrative regulation, local regulation, autonomous regulation or special rule contravenes the Constitution or any law, it may make a written request to the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress for review, and the working office of the Standing Committee shall distribute such request to the relevant special committees for review and comments. Where any state organ and social group, enterprise or non-enterprise institution or citizen other than the bodies mentioned above deems that an administrative regulation, local regulation, autonomous regulation or special rule contravenes the Constitution or any law, it may make a written proposal to the Standing Committee of National People's Congress for review, and the working office of the Standing Committee shall study such proposal, and where necessary, shall distribute such proposal to the relevant special committees for review and comments.”


67 Li fa fa [The Law on Legislation of the People's Republic of China], supra Note 67, art. 8 (5). Article 8 (5) provides that “Laws may be enacted only in respect to matters regarding … deprivation of the political rights of citizens, or compulsory measures and penalties that restrict personal freedom.”
Compared to any cases mentioned above, this case involving a person’s death was of great influence over the whole country. It did not become a case, but the outcome is similar: a regulation promulgated by the executive branch of government was abolished because of its unconstitutionality. This case really affected the power of two of the government branches, although neither is the judicial one. According to news reports, the three scholars received tons of letters complaining about the similar situation and asking them for help.\(^68\) This is a reflection on the reality that the judicial review is not yet a system but an occasionally happening incident relying on some influential people’s help.

\(c.\) Jiang Tao v. Chengdu Branch of the People’s Bank of China (2006)\(^69\)

The first discrimination lawsuit was brought by Jiang Tao, a law student of the University of Sichuan Province, against the Chengdu Branch of the People’s Bank of China over the recruiting requirement of height, claiming that it was discriminatory and therefore violated his right to equal protection under the Chinese Constitution. Before the court could reach a judgment, the bank branch dropped the height requirement. Thus, the Wuhou District People's Court stated that because the issuance of the recruitment announcement was not an administrative act by the bank, and because the nullified


\(^{69}\) Jiang Tao v. Chengdu Branch, People's Bank of China, Opinion by the People's Court in Wuhou District, Chengdu, Sichuan Province, Chinese Educ. & Soc'y, July/Aug. 2006, at 80.
requirement had no direct effect on the plaintiff, the case was so dismissed according to the Administrative Litigation Law of China.⁷⁰

This case was also a discrimination case in employment although the defendant’s compromise made the case dismissed before giving a judgment.

d. The Hepatitis B carriers case⁷¹

Discrimination is based not just on the height of individuals but also on the health condition of civil servant recruits. The plaintiff, Zhang Xianzhu, won the first place in the written and interview part of national civil servants recruiting process in the Wuhu City, Anhui Province. However, he was turned down simply because he was a carrier of Hepatitis B. Mr. Zhang failed to pursue any remedy from the administrative agency, so he filed a lawsuit against the personnel department of the Wuhu City seeking for a recovery of the lost opportunity to take part in the recruiting procedure. Finally, Mr. Zhang won the case only technically: although the court ruled that the personnel department of the Wuhu City had no legal basis to disqualify Zhang in the recruiting procedure simply according

⁷⁰ See the Administrative Litigation (Procedure) Law of the People’s Republic of China, Art. 5 (promulgated by the National People’s Congress of P.R.C., April 4th, 1989, effective October 1, 1990) LAWINFOCHINA (last visited Oct. 15th, 2007). It is available at http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?id=1204. “Article 5. In handling administrative cases, the people’s courts shall examine the legality of specific administrative acts.” See also Supreme People’s Court Interpretation on Several Problems in Implementing the People’s Republic of China Administrative Litigation Law (Adopted at the 1088ᵗʰ meeting of the Judicial Committee of the Supreme People's Court on November 24ᵗʰ, 1999), Fashi (Interpretation of Law)[2000] No.8, It is available at http://www.cecc.gov/pages/newLaws/implementALLinterpret.php

to the result of a wrongly concluded physical examination, the wrong-doer seemed not only the municipal personnel department but the hospital to whom the physical examination was entrusted to. Thus, act of the personnel department should be revoked.

The court refused to rule on the issue – whether the regulations rejecting hiring HBV carriers as civil servants violated the plaintiff's constitutional rights of equality and political participation and refused to grant the plaintiff any remedy because the position that Mr. Zhang applied was already occupied. 72

At almost the same time, on November 20, 2003, a petition signed by 1161 Chinese citizens demanded constitutional review of a regulation barring Hepatitis B carriers from recruitment as civil servants and called for equal rights for Hepatitis B carriers. The petition pointed out that the regulation excluded 120 million 73 Hepatitis B carriers from positions as civil servants, infringing upon their constitutional rights of labor and equal protection. 74


The Hepatitis B case was similar to the Jiang Tao case mentioned above. In this case, the government agency did not yield to the pressure from the society but stuck with its original regulations in employment. The court gave the judgment in favor of the plaintiff without any remedy.

If Marbury v. Madison is a landmark in the establishment of judicial review in the United States, then Qi v. Chen is the starting line for China. Although some violation of the Constitution still cannot be tried in court, as shown by the situation in the High School Graduates case, at least Qi opened the door. More and more cases will appear to test the practicability of China’s judicial review of constitutionality.
A. Different legal backgrounds of the two cases:

1. Judicial review before Marbury

Nothing comes from nothing. Marbury was not the first case about judicial review in the judicial history of United States. Before this most famous one, which occupies the beginning of many constitutional law text books, this judicial review power was already exercised in some states before the Supreme Court's ruling.\(^75\) There were several earlier cases smoothing its way:

- Rutgers v. Waddington (1784)

Rutgers v. Waddington:\(^76\) in 1783, the New York State Legislature passed a Trespass Act, which allowed land owners whose property had been occupied by the British during the Revolution to sue for damages. Rutgers sued in the Mayor’s Court on the seizure of her brewery, and the judge declared the Trespass Act void because it conflicted with a provision of the Treaty of Paris and the Constitution of New York whose adoption of “the common law” was broadly interpreted to include “the law of nations.”\(^77\)

\(^75\) See George Lee Haskins & Herbert A. Johnson, History of the Supreme Court of the United States: Foundations of Power: John Marshall, 1801-15, 190 (1981) (stating that “the idea of judicial review was hardly a new one when Marbury was decided”)


Hamilton was one of the lawyers for the defendants.\textsuperscript{78} It was the first time a court in the United States declared a law unconstitutional, which if not explicitly declared the judicial review power of the court over the legislature at least for the first time exercise it,\textsuperscript{79} and so became an important precedent for the later U.S. Supreme Court decision in Marbury v. Madison.\textsuperscript{80}

- **Trevett v. Weeden (1786)**

  Trevett v. Weeden,\textsuperscript{81} occurred under the Articles of Confederation, when each state had a different currency. Acts passed by the Rhode Island Legislature imposed heavy penalty fines on those who refused to accept the state’s currency, because of its depreciated value. Weeden, who was a businessman and refused to accept the depreciated state currency, was acquitted on the grounds that the acts were “unconstitutional”.\textsuperscript{82} The court so dismissed the complaint. Some furious legislators of that state even censured the court.

---


\textsuperscript{79} Julius Goebel, Jr., The Oliver Wendell Holmes Devise History of the Supreme Court of the United States: Antecedents and Beginnings to 1801 132-37 (1971) (noting Rutgers was “the earliest reported case where the restraints upon a state legislature implicit in the national constitution, such as it then was, were brought to issue”).

\textsuperscript{80} Robert H. Henry, Catching The Jurisprudential Wave: Bernard Schwartz's Main Currents In American Legal Thought, 33 Tulsa L.J. 385, 394 (1997). (Noting that “…the important New York case Rutgers v. Waddington, which is often referred to as a forerunner of Marbury.”)

\textsuperscript{81} See James M. Varnum, The case, Trevett against Weeden: on information and complaint, for refusing paper bills in payment for butcher’s meat, in market, at par with specie 1 (Providence: John Carter, 1787).

\textsuperscript{82} See James M. Varnum, The case, Trevett against Weeden: on information and complaint, for refusing paper bills in payment for butcher’s meat, in market, at par with specie 38 (Providence: John Carter, 1787).
and debated a proposal to remove the judges. With the “remarkable” arguments that “that this court has power to judge and determine what acts of the general assembly are agreeable to the constitution” made by James M. Varnum, Trevett vs. Weeden case in 1786 is one of the landmarks in the establishment of judicial authority in the United States and helped Marshall in the judicial establishment of the constitution of the United States.

- Kamper v. Hawkins (1793)

In the historic Virginia case, Kamper v. Hawkins (1793), some of the top minds examined in detail and with great clarity, the principles of the founding fathers regarding the proper role of each of the branches of government. The state judges in this case tried to establish a state organic law based on the sovereignty of the people. Judge Spencer Roane, who later became the chief justice of the Virginia Supreme Court, wrote in 1793, “I consider the people of this country as the only sovereign power. I consider the legislature as not sovereign but subordinate; they are subordinate to the great constitutional charter, which the people have established as a fundamental law, and which

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

alone has given existence and authority to the legislature...”88 This case is not only the leading precedent in Virginia for what became known as “judicial review,”89 but is also referred to as the most well-known and influential case on judicial review in the years leading up to Marbury v. Madison.90

- **Respublica v. Duquet (1799)**

Respublica v. Duquet:91 in 1795, the legislature of the state of Pennsylvania empowered the city of Philadelphia to prohibit construction of wooden buildings in certain parts of the city.92 In the next year, the Philadelphia city passed a similar ordinance pursuant to the state statute.93 Soon after the passage of the ordinance, Duquet built a wooden structure in the forbidden area and was sued in the mayor's court.94 When the case was removed to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, Duquet challenged the statute as unconstitutional.95 In a brief opinion written by Chief Justice Shippen, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court found no impropriety with the city prosecuting offenders in

88 Id. at 6.


90 1 Charles Grove Haines, *The American Doctrine of Judicial Supremacy* 150-52, 157 (2d ed. 1932). Kamper's influence was due in no small measure to its quick publication in book form, which made it more accessible than other opinions in an age before published reports were common.

91 Respublica v. Duquet, 2 Yeates 493, 1799 WL 240 (Pa.) (1799)

92 Respublica v. Duquet, 1799 WL 240 (Pa.), 1 (1799)

93 Id.

94 Id.

95 Id.
the mayor's court.\textsuperscript{96} Regarding judicial review, the court noted that "a breach of the constitution by the legislature, and the clashing of the law with the constitution, must be evident indeed, before we should think ourselves at liberty to declare a law void."\textsuperscript{97} Although the statute in question was constitutional, the court made clear that in the appropriate case it would not "shrink from the task of saying such law is void."\textsuperscript{98} The Pennsylvania Supreme Court also embraced judicial review, although it did not strike down any act of the legislature.\textsuperscript{99} Pennsylvania seemed also in line with its sister states on the subject of judicial review.

- Whittington v. Polk (1802)\textsuperscript{100}

This case may have inspired Marbury, because it happened just one year before the Marbury case. The plaintiff, William Whittington, ran into a similar situation as Marbury. The Republicans controlled the legislature of Maryland; and tried to squeeze the Federalists, like Whittington, out of the state judicial system. A bill known as a “ripper bill” repealing the original 1796 Judiciary Act of Maryland, was made, stripping judges from office simply to create vacancies for new appointments.\textsuperscript{101} Whittington filed a lawsuit in the general court of Maryland, which was both the trial and the appellate court

\textsuperscript{96} Id. at 7.
\textsuperscript{97} Id.
\textsuperscript{98} Id.
\textsuperscript{100} Whittington v. Polk, 1 H. & J. 236 (Md. 1802).
\textsuperscript{101} Paul S. Clarkson & R. Samuel Jett, Luther Martin of Maryland 198 (1970).
at that time,\(^{102}\) to reclaim his position. The key issue was about a statute reorganizing the Maryland judiciary that had been applied to remove Whittington, as the chief justice of the courts of the county and replaced him with Polk, the Defendant. Whittington challenged this statute as unconstitutional\(^{103}\) on the grounds that the Maryland Constitution provided that “the Chancellor [and] all Judges shall hold their commissions during good behavior”\(^{104}\) and that the judges could be “removable only for misbehaviour, or conviction in a Court of Law.”\(^{105}\) The General Court began its opinion by stating that the people were the source of all power and that the people had only delegated certain powers to government,\(^{106}\) and stated that the legislature could not be the judge of its own powers because that would "establish a despotism."\(^{107}\) The court observed that the people could not personally exercise such a power because they could only be heard during elections.\(^{108}\) But under the Constitution, the judiciary was the "barrier" established to "resist the oppression" of constitutional infringements.\(^{109}\) It thus fell to the courts "to

\(^{102}\) See Carroll T. Bond, The Court of Appeals of Maryland, A History 88-91 (Baltimore: Barton Gillet Company 1928).


\(^{104}\) Md. Const. of 1776, The Constitution or Form of Government, art. XL.

\(^{105}\) Id.

\(^{106}\) Whittington v. Polk, 1 H. & J. 236, 242 (Md. 1802).

\(^{107}\) Id. at 243.

\(^{108}\) Id.

\(^{109}\) Id. at 245.
determine whether an act of the legislature . . . is made pursuant to" the constitution.\textsuperscript{110} The court admitted that the judiciary might at times fail to properly interpret the Constitution, but found this was not enough to argue against the exercise of judicial review.\textsuperscript{111} The General Court held that, according to the Constitution, justices of the county courts, such as Whittington, held office for a term of years or until the justices were discharged, and not during good behavior as did other judges in the state.\textsuperscript{112} Thus, the act at issue was held not to violate the Constitution.\textsuperscript{113}

This series of cases in different states created both the practical and theoretical basis for the later coming Marbury case. Marbury is the conclusion of the efforts made by the judges in the state courts. After that, the judicial review power of the judges was officially established.

2. Judicial Review before Qi v. Chen

Before the Qi v. Chen case there had been not a single case of constitutional review in China, although the text of the Chinese Constitution was changed four times before this case.\textsuperscript{114}

B. Different levels of courts: Supreme court v. local court

\textsuperscript{110} Id.
\textsuperscript{111} Id.
\textsuperscript{112} Id. at 248(Md. 1802).
\textsuperscript{113} Id. at 249-50(Md. 1802).
In Marbury v. Madison, the plaintiff did not sue the defendant in a lower level court but went directly to the Supreme Court of the United States\textsuperscript{115} according to Article III Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution, which granted the Supreme Court the original jurisdiction in “all cases affecting … other public Ministers and Consuls …”\textsuperscript{116}

In Qi v. Chen, the plaintiff brought the suit to local intermediate court first and then appealed at the provincial higher court. In Qi v. Chen, the function of the supreme people’s court of China is not to try the case directly, but to give the provincial court instruction on how to interpret the Constitution of China.\textsuperscript{117} As said in a frequently quoted paper on this case, “Ms. Qi may have never imagined that her ‘struggle for rights’ would eventually give rise to ‘the first case of judicial application of the Constitution.’”\textsuperscript{118} Indeed, before the High People's Court of Shandong Province reported to the Supreme People's Court to ask for interpretations, there was no indication this case would become the “first constitutional case of China.”

The impacts of cases tried by courts at different levels are different. According to the recently amended Civil Procedure Law of China, the impact of a case is an aspect to decide the jurisdiction.

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{115} Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137; 2 L. Ed. 60 (1803).
\textsuperscript{116} U.S. Const., art. III § 2.
\end{quote}
Article 18 A basic people’s court shall have jurisdiction as the court of first instance over civil cases, unless otherwise stipulated in this Law.

Article 19 An intermediate people’s court shall have jurisdiction as courts of first instance over the following civil cases: (1) Major cases involving foreign elements; (2) Cases that have major impacts in the area of its jurisdiction; and (3) Cases under the jurisdiction of the intermediate people’s courts as determined by the Supreme People’s Court.

Article 20 A higher people’s courts shall have jurisdiction as the court of first instance over civil cases that have major impacts on the areas of its jurisdiction.

Article 21 The Supreme People’s Court shall have jurisdiction as the court of first instance over the following civil cases: (1) Cases that have major impacts on the whole country; and (2) Cases that the Supreme People’s Court deems should be adjudicated by itself.


Qi v. Chen was the official first constitutional case in China and had such “major impacts on the whole country” 120 that the Supreme People’s Court could have the jurisdiction if it would like to, but it did not. That to certain extent lowered the possible influence of this case. If Qi was tried by the Supreme People’s Court, it would have attracted greater public attention.


120 Id., art. 21.
C. Different types of defendants: a government official v. individuals, government branch and other entities

In Marbury v. Madison, the defendant was a government official, the Secretary of State of the United States. The plaintiff was hoping to become a judge. The case became a battlefield of the two leading political parties at that time. This case was in process for over two years.

In Qi v. Chen, the defendants included individuals, government agencies and other social entities, as education institutions. The plaintiff was a common individual citizen with no public position. It seemed to be a common civil case: no party did anything to make this case political. Nobody could foresee how widely and deeply concerned this case finally was or what effect it would bring to the Chinese legal academies and judicature.

D. Different outcomes of the two cases: dismissal v. the winning of plaintiff

Although the Supreme Court of the United States successfully granted itself the power of judicial review with a meaningful interpretation of the Constitution of United States, the plaintiff got nothing through the case, although the Supreme Court agreed that his


122 Id. at 16.

123 Id. at 8.


rights was violated and the laws of his country afforded him a remedy,\textsuperscript{126} because Section 13 of the Act of 1789\textsuperscript{127} the legal basis he relied on to get a writ of mandamus from the court was unconstitutional in expanding the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of the United States.\textsuperscript{128} It was unfortunate for the judge candidates, but a success of the judicial power.

No matter what ways adopted or what statutes applied, in the Qi v. Chen case, the plaintiff was granted the remedy she asked for basically.\textsuperscript{129} However, the criticism of this case is even louder than the applause, as stated above.

E. Different Effects

The effects of the Marbury could fill volumes. 200 years after the beginning of the Independence War, lawyers, judges, and law professors still rank Marbury v. Madison as the most important Supreme Court ruling of all time in a poll conducted by the American

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 168 (Supr. Ct, 1803).}

\footnote{Mark V. Tushnet, Arguing Marbury v. Madison 14 (Stanford University Press, 2005). Section 13 provided that "The supreme court shall also have appellate jurisdiction from the circuit courts, and the courts of the several states, in the cases herein after specially provided for; and shall have power to issue writs of prohibition to the district courts, when proceeding as courts of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction; and writs of mandamus, in cases warranted by the principles and usages of law, to any courts appointed, or persons holding office, under the authority of the United States."}

\footnote{See U.S.Const. art. III, § 2. Section 2 of Article III provided that the Supreme Court has original jurisdiction “in all cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, and those in which a State shall be a Party.”}

\end{footnotes}
Both the Marbury and Qi cases led to heated discussions and controversies following the judgment. Nevertheless, a number of cases followed Marbury. In China, the Supreme People’s Court remains quiet on the constitutionality of judicial review in China, but there is continuing, heated discussion of the subject among commentators. The delay is understandable, since it was not until more than 50 years later in the Dred Scott v. Sandford case (1856) that the U.S. Supreme Court held another congressional act unconstitutional.


133, A History of American Law 259 (Simon & Schuster, Inc, 3rd ed., 2005). (Noting that “It is impossible to say for sure. Judicial review was a slow growth. After Marbury v. Madison, there was no clear-cut example of a case in which the Supreme Court dared to strike down an act of Congress until the Dred Scott case in 1857.”)
CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS: WHY CHINA’S “FIRST CASE” IS SO DIFFERENT FROM THE U.S.

ONE

A. The Constitutional text itself: rights giving law, not power limiting law

Constitutional law is new to China. At the end of the last Chinese dynasty, Qing, Chinese politicians began to seek resolution of the problems caused by incursions from the west. From Shen Jiaben’s Constitutional Law Outline Made by Imperial Order\(^\text{134}\) to the present Constitution of People’s Republic of China amended in 2004, many different versions of a constitution appeared and disappeared one by one. The history of constitutions of mainland China is not a continuous story but principally consists of three phases: quasi-constitutional monarchy (before 1912), westernization\(^\text{135}\) (1912-1949) and communism era under the leadership of Chinese Communist Part (after 1949).

As a 138-article-long text with a lengthy preamble, the present Constitution of China is an interesting combination of communism in the old Soviet Russian style\(^\text{136}\) and typical oriental tradition of regime with some Chinese characteristics,\(^\text{137}\) plus some fragments of modern western legal thoughts.\(^\text{138}\)

\(^{134}\) Qing mo chou bei li xian dang an shi liao [Historic Documents of the Pre-constitution at the End of Qing Dynasty] 58 (Zhong hua shu ju [Zhonghua Bookstore] 1979).


\(^{137}\) Xia Xinhua, Gong ju xing de xian fa he xian fa de gong ju xing [A Constitution as an Instrument and the Instrumental nature of a Constitution], CHINAINFORLAW,
1. The provisions of rights:

There are many rights written in the Constitution of China, which makes this document such a long one with 138 articles, compared with the 7-article and 27 Amendments of the United States Constitution. The Chinese Constitution tries to list all the rights of a citizen one by one. However, the exercise by citizens of their rights and freedoms may not impinge upon the interests of the state, of society and of the collective, or upon the lawful freedoms and rights of other citizens.\(^{139}\)

Of course, a fundamental right to education is among them, as Article 46 of China’s Constitution provides: “Citizens of the People's Republic of China have the duty as well as the right to receive education. The state promotes the all-round moral, intellectual and physical development of children and young people.”

But what if there are some rights that are not included, like the right to private property, which was not protected in any articles of the Constitution of China until 2004?\(^{140}\) It was not possible to include everything in the limited provisions.\(^{141}\) Does that mean that before 2004 China did not protect any private property? Of course not. However, there is no

\(^{138}\) Id.


\(^{140}\) See id. art.13 (1)

\(^{141}\) Ronald Dworking, Law’s Empire 410-11 (1986).
general provision about protection of the individuals’ rights. The word “right” was first mentioned in Article 4 about the particular equal rights of minority nationalities.\footnote{Xian Fa [Constitution of People’s Republic of China], Art.4 (promulgated by the National People’s Congress of P.R.C., Mar. 14, 2004, effective Dec.4, 1982), LAWINFOCHINA (http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=3437&keyword=constitution, last visited May 11th, 2004). It is also available at the official website of Chinese government: http://english.gov.cn/2005-08/05/content_20813.htm (last visited Oct. 13, 2007).} So no matter how many rights articles we have, it is still possible to have left something outside. Therefore, still there is no clear scope of the rights of citizens. Such a phenomenon reflects a different ideology in the two legal philosophy systems: the western idea is that people “are born and remain free,”\footnote{1958 Const. 1 (Fr.)} and the Chinese presumption is that “Under the wide heaven, all is the king's land. Within the sea-boundaries of the land, all are the king's servants.”\footnote{Bei Shan Zhi Shi[Decade of Bei Shan], Shijing [The Book of Odes] (the oldest collection of Chinese Poetry), Sec. II Xiaoya [Minor Odes of the State], Chap. 6.} That is the reason why there are so many disputes about the human rights between China and some western countries, and why in the Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi case, the first case to implement the Constitution, was so eye-catching. As a human being is not really born to be free, Qi got the remedy for her infringed education rights granted by the Constitution, which implies that without the existence of the Constitution the right of education does not exist for Qi. This reflects the popularity of the theory of positive law instead of natural law.

Although the U.S. Constitution does not directly endow the courts with the power of judicial review, in the Marbury v. Madison case Chief Justice Marshall interpreted the
framer’s original intention in this way. In the Qi v. Chen case, although the plaintiff did not mention her constitutional rights and only quoted the civil law statutes of China as in accord with her pleading, the Supreme People’s Court of China introduced the Chinese Constitution as the basis of the plaintiff’s right of education. What if the right of education was not listed in Chinese Constitution like private property before 2004? Can the Supreme People’s Court still interpret the Constitution as the source of Qi’s education right? Can Qi’s legitimate rights still be protected by the existing statutes? Have China’s Constitutions included all the rights of a citizen for the government to protect? As long as a society continues to develop, is it possible for a constitutional text to always contain everything at present or even every possibility in the future? Can the written statutes be amended as promptly as they need to be? If not, can the court expansively interpret the law according to the Constitution or justice? These problems are still waiting for resolution.

2. The prohibitive provisions:

The Constitution of the United States is full of articles that limit the power of the government, especially in the Amendments that protect the people’s rights from public powers. For example, Amendment 1 prohibits the Congress from limiting the freedom of speech of the people, and Amendment 5 prohibits individuals from being punished without proper legal procedures and Amendment 8 prohibits punishments which are

145 Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 179 (1803).
146 U.S.Const. amend. I.
147 U.S.Const. amend. V.
too harsh.\footnote{U.S.Const. amend. VIII.} China has a very different style of the prohibitive provision in its Constitution. For example, in its Article 1, it provides: “The socialist system is the basic system of the People's Republic of China. Sabotage of the socialist system by any organization or individual is prohibited.” This article is aimed not at limiting the power of government or any branch of it but at limiting other organizations and individuals of the country. There are many provisions like that. For example, Article 10, provides that no “organization or individual may appropriate, buy, sell or lease land, or unlawfully transfer land in other ways”;\footnote{See id. art. 12.} Article 12 prohibits any “appropriation or damage of state or collective property by any organization or individual by whatever means”;\footnote{See id. art. 15.} Article 15 prohibits “disturbance of the orderly functioning of the social economy or disruption of the state economic plan by any organization or individual”;\footnote{See id. art. 36.} Article 36 prohibits anyone from making “use of religion to engage in activities that disrupt public order, impair the health of citizens or interfere with the educational system of the state”;\footnote{See id. art. 36.} Article 49...
prohibits “violation of the freedom of marriage” and “maltreatment of old people, women and children.”\textsuperscript{153}

China’s Constitution is like a responsible parent speaking to his energetic but disobedient children. The U.S Constitution is like the board of directors of a company talking to a very smart but questionable manager. The problem is who is the speaker or the creator of the constitution of China? A constitution should be the will of the people, a widely acknowledged truth including in the Chinese Constitution.\textsuperscript{154} However, if the people are the speaker, the provisions can be very illogical—who is the listener or the objectors of the prohibitive provision? The government or the Communist Party? But the government or the party cannot be the objects of the prohibitive provisions. Are the people speaking some nonsense in the basic law of the country? Or there is someone else being the listeners? Who are they?

To answer this question, it is necessary to define the political term “the people” first. The phrase in the preamble “all socialist working people, all patriots who support socialism and all patriots who stand for reunification of the motherland” is the model answer in the Chinese high school Politics text books and the Report of Government Work.\textsuperscript{155} Clearly, not all Chinese are the Chinese People. Therefore, some of the prohibitive clauses in China’s Constitution are the words from the Chinese People to the other Chinese citizens, which might be small number of Chinese. In other words, it is

\textsuperscript{153} See id. art. 49.

\textsuperscript{154} Id. pmbl. & art.2.

some citizens’ rights against other citizens. They may or may not be the “class enemy.” In
the Qi Case, the defendants are certainly not the enemies of the people. To the contrary
they are part of the people according to the definition given above. But, Qi has the
education right given by Article 46 mentioned above, and Article 5 provides: “All state
organs, the armed forces, all political parties and public organizations and all enterprises
and undertakings must abide by the Constitution and the law. All acts in violation of the
Constitution and the law must be investigated.” 156 So, technically, the defendants can be
sued strictly according to the constitution.

Of course, there are prohibitive clauses for the agents of government, but the usually
used “shall not” seems comparatively less powerful.

The focus of the Chinese constitution is not in separating and limiting the power of the
government, but in what a citizen should do or not. The Constitution is not everything,
and there is something that a constitution should not provide. 157 Like a Chinese idiom
says “talk much, error much” or “talk much, lies much.” The Constitution works the same
way. To promise too many rights in an ambiguous language which cannot really be

156 Xian Fa [Constitution of People’s Republic of China], art.5 (promulgated by the
National People’s Congress of P.R.C., Mar. 14, 2004, effective Dec.4, 1982),
LAWINFOCHINA
(http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=3437&keyword=constitution,
last visited May 11th, 2004). It is also available at the official website of Chinese
government: http://english.gov.cn/2005-08/05/content_20813.htm (last visited Oct. 13,
2007).

157 See Qianfan Zhang, Xian fa bu ying gai gui ding shi me? Wei xian fa shi shi qing chu
ji dian zhang ai [What Should Not Be in the Constitution: To Clear Several Textual
Impediments to the Constitutional Implementation], Hua dong zheng fa xue yuan xue bao
is available at
http://article.chinalawinfo.com/article/user/article_display.asp?ArticleID=29893 (last
visited Oct. 7th, 2007).
realized or examined just in order to make the text sound sweet certainly does not contribute to the dignity of the “mother law.” 158 “Most importantly, constitutionalism implies respect for individual rights and contemplates some means of assuring that respect . . .” 159 Whatever its contents, a constitution will not be able to provide for every possible right or freedom. Many things must be settled by practice because “over-anticipation is a fault of pedantry and of distrust.” 160 Because of the disadvantages of the Constitution of China, there are even phenomena like “benign unconstitutionality” 161 to be discussed. 162 Also, the language of the Constitution of China is the target of criticism. 163

158 China's Constitution Touches Citizens' Daily Life, People Daily (English version), Wednesday, December 05, 2001. It is also available at http://english.people.com.cn/200112/05/eng20011205_85954.shtml (last visited Oct 13, 2007). Huang Songyou, a chief judge from the Supreme People's Court of China, said, "Among all kinds of laws applied in China, the Constitution used to be a source of embarrassment." "On the one hand, the Constitution is honored as the state's basic law, acting as the 'mother' of various laws and regulations; on the other hand, the majority of its content has been placed, neglected, 'on the shelf' in China's judicial activities, having no practical legal effect."


161 See Zhang Qianfan, Constitutional Variability and Local Experiment, China Journal of Law, Vol. 29 Issue 1, pp63-73, p73, 2007. “'Benign unconstitutionality’ is a phenomenon attributed to the fact that the constitution and central laws have excessively restricted local autonomy.”

162 Id., at 72. “Thus, our local economic and political reforms are ‘illegal ’ or ‘unconstitutional’, not because these reforms are illegitimate, but because our constitution and laws are regulating something they should not interfere with.”

B. The vertical flowing direction of power: top to bottom, not bottom to top

The power of government in China is said to be authorized by the people as Article 2 of China’s Constitution says: “All power in the People's Republic of China belongs to the people.”164 Almost the same expression appeared in the United States Constitution in the preamble. However, as mentioned above, the similar language can have opposite meanings. In the U.S., people are born free and choose their own leaders through free elections.165 In China, it seems just the opposite. In its legal culture, freedom is the result of a long hard struggle of the Chinese people and their great leader:

…the Chinese people of all nationalities led by the Communist Party of China with Chairman Mao Zedong as its leader ultimately, in 1949, overthrew the rule of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism, won a great victory in the New-Democratic Revolution and founded the People's Republic of China. Since then the Chinese people have taken control of state power and become masters of the country.

Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, Preamble.166


166 Xian Fa [Constitution of People’s Republic of China], pmbl. (promulgated by the National People’s Congress of P.R.C., Mar. 14, 2004, effective Dec.4, 1982), LAWINFOCHINA (http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=3437&keyword=constitution,
However, the structure of the Chinese government does not allow “the Chinese people” to easily grab their power in “their own hands.” The government is the one who is authorized to exercise the power. China is declared to be “a unitary state” and possesses features like

1) Formal power and authority is located at the national centre, and sub-national government and other local units do not exercise any political powers independently of the central authority.

2) The local or regional units of government exercise powers and authority that are delegated to them by the centre and may also be withdrawn by it.

3) The central government may at any time re-draw or abolish the boundaries of local or regional units.

4) The actions and policies of the central government control and override the policies and actions of sub-national levels of government.

There is one President and a State Council which make up the executive branch with broad but limited power under the strong control of the National People’s Congress (NPC)

---

167 Id. pmbl.


– the legislature of the state.\textsuperscript{170} The NPC is “the highest organ of state power,”\textsuperscript{171} where all the other organs originated. Its authority includes amending the Constitution,\textsuperscript{172} interpreting the Constitution,\textsuperscript{173} supervising the enforcement of the Constitution,\textsuperscript{174} electing\textsuperscript{175} and removing the President of the Supreme People's Court.\textsuperscript{176} So The NPC is actually the center of the Chinese government, where all the powers are assigned. The Supreme People’s Court is only one of the agencies under its control. In such a situation, to ask the legislature to give up a law they made can be as hard as asking a tiger for a coat made of its fur.\textsuperscript{177}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{170} See id. art. 80.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{171} See id. art. 57.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{172} See id. art. 62.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{173} The Standing Committee of NPC has the power to interpret the Constitution according to Art. 67 (1), so the NPC of course has this power. See id. art. 67 (1).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{175} See id. art. 62 (7).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{176} See id. art. 63 (4).
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{177} See Eva Pils, Asking the Tiger for His Skin: Rights Activism in China, 30 Fordham Int'l L.J. 1209, 1286 (2007).
\end{flushleft}
In the judicial system, the local courts are subject to the higher courts. Actually, the executive branch’s structure is transplanted in the judicial system. The relationship between judges of different levels is the same as the relationship between officials in an executive government agency: the higher over-rank the lower and there is hardly any independence between them.\textsuperscript{179} It is not surprising to observers of Chinese history and


politics, who note that China’s judges have for centuries looked to their superiors for guidance in deciding cases. The judgment of a trial court might already be affected by its superior court. So there is no need for the supreme people’s court to have no original jurisdiction case to try, however, with the “replies” or interpretations, it can affect any lower court’s judgment of any case. Therefore, no wonder that in its nearly sixty years history, China’s Supreme People’s Court did not really try any case, but played the role of an instructor in many cases. The relation between higher and lower courts may make appeals lose their function. In the Qi case, the High Court of Shandong Province asked the Supreme Court’s opinion. The High Court humbled itself to depend on the Supreme Court’s will and denied its own authority and ability to try such a case independently. To ask for and obey the instructions of a higher office is a typical way in which the executive agencies work.

Compared with China, the structure of the government of United States is very different: the U. S. Government is separated into three branches and the government power is assigned between them. Although the lines between the authorities of each branch can be somewhat blurry, theoretically each has a way to counter-balance the others. For the Supreme Court, this balance is affected through the power of judicial review. See the chart below:

---


The power flows like a circle between each of the 3 powers: the Supreme Court’s depends on the President for judicial appointment and the approval of the congress. However, it can influence the two with its special power of judicial review, as the least dangerous branch,\textsuperscript{182} but very “extraordinarily powerful” compared with its equivalents in other countries in the world.\textsuperscript{183}

Also, in the government structure, U.S. courts are relatively independent of each other. The two courts systems – federal and state – assure the independence principle, although

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{182} The Federalist No. 78, at 465 (Alexander Hamilton) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).
  \item \textsuperscript{183} Alexander M. Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch 1 (1962). (Noting that “the least dangerous branch of the American government is the most extraordinarily powerful court of law the world has ever known.”)
\end{itemize}
intricately interwoven. State courts may apply not just the laws and the constitution of their state, but also the laws and Constitution of the United States.\textsuperscript{184} The independence makes the lower courts exercise a “decentralized judicial review”\textsuperscript{185} more effectively.

C. The courts’ position in the government’s structure: no judicial independence in both history and reality

China's constitutional structure is unitary and centralized, and the constitutional structure provides for five political-legal state organs,\textsuperscript{186} including (1) the State Council; (2) the President of the PRC; (3) the Judiciary; (4) the Procuratorate; and (5) the Central Military Commission.\textsuperscript{187} Plus, “China is a socialist country where the CPC is the permanent ruling party.”\textsuperscript{188} In the structure of China’s government, the courts are not in the charge of the executive branch technically. However, with the very limited power and authority, the courts cannot help being affected by the administrators of the government. It is a tradition in the ancient Chinese government structure that the local executive

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See Mauro Cappelletti, Judicial Review in the Contemporary World 46-60 (1971).
\item Michael W. Dowdle, \textit{The Constitutional Development and Operations of the National People's Congress}, 11 COLUM. J. ASIAN L. 54 (1997).
\item Zhu Guobin, Constitutional Law, in Introduction to Chinese Law 36 (Wang Chenguang & Zhang Xianchu eds., 1997).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
magistrates are also the judges of local trial courts.\textsuperscript{189} As is not true in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, the judges have served as the jury and prosecutors.\textsuperscript{190} This value judgment logic is similar to what was called Kadi-Justice by Max Weber\textsuperscript{191} in reference to Arabic traditions. Such a tradition which lasted for thousands of years has gradually changed in the last 100 years though it still has strong influence in modern China. The U.S. legal tradition of separating the executive and judicial powers dates back the Independence War and is also a common tradition of all the common law countries dates back to hundreds of years ago,\textsuperscript{192} following the European tradition since the twelfth century.\textsuperscript{193}

The National People’s Congress of China and its Standing Committee have the ultimate authority to interpret law\textsuperscript{194} and to enforce the Constitution.\textsuperscript{195} As China is a


\textsuperscript{192} U.S. Const. art. I, II & III. Three branches are created in the Constitution. The Legislative, composed of the House and Senate, is set up in Article 1. The Executive, composed of the President, Vice-President, and the Departments, is set up in Article 2. The Judicial, composed of the federal courts and the Supreme Court, is set up in Article 3.


\textsuperscript{194} The Standing Committee of NPC has the power to interpret the Constitution according to Art. 67 (1), so the NPC of course has this power. See id. art. 67 (1).

\textsuperscript{195} Xian Fa [Constitution of People’s Republic of China], Art. 62 (1) & (2) (promulgated by the National People’s Congress of P.R.C., Mar. 14, 2004, effective Dec.4, 1982), LAWINFOCHINA (http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=3437&keyword=constitution,
civil law more than a common law country, courts have no formal power to make laws in the sense that judicial decisions are not binding precedents. Similarly, courts are not empowered to interpret administrative regulations. The ultimate authority over the interpretation and application of such rules rest with the issuing agency. Even with this limited authority, Chinese courts are subject to the supervision by the people's congresses and even the procuratorate’s checking power. The Procuratorate is a “Soviet-style institution.”

Court officials typically are outranked by public security and other law enforcement officials in the Party hierarchy, limiting their influence over Communist

196 In China judges are not supposed to create any new rules but to apply the existing ones – there are no case laws and no precedent has a binding force to later cases, although the cases published in the periodicals of the Supreme People’s Court have some influence on the following cases. See Nanping Liu, "Legal Precedents" with Chinese Characteristics: Published Cases in the Gazette of the Supreme People's Court, 5 J. CHINESE L. 107, 108 (1991).

197 Xian Fa [Constitution of People’s Republic of China], Art. 67 (6) & 135 (promulgated by the National People's Congress of P.R.C., Mar. 14, 2004, effective Dec.4, 1982), LAWINFOCHINA (http://www.lawinfochina.com/law/display.asp?db=1&id=3437&keyword=constitution, last visited May 11th, 2004). It is also available at the official website of Chinese government: http://english.gov.cn/2005-08/05/content_20813.htm (last visited Oct. 13, 2007). Article 62 provides that “The National People's Congress exercises the following functions and powers: (1) to amend the Constitution; (2) to supervise the enforcement of the Constitution; …”

Party policy related to legal work.\textsuperscript{199} “The centralized ruling tradition contributed to Chinese people’s lack of familiarity with judicial independence.”\textsuperscript{200}

Originating from and subject to the legislature, affected by the executive agencies, the courts of China can hardly be blamed for their lack of independence. The reason for the weakness of judicial branch is a result of the whole design of the political structure or the Constitution itself.

D. The judges of China

Constitutional review requires highly qualified judges. In both the United States and China, there are somewhat complicated mechanisms for selecting judges.

In the United States, there are basically three ways to select judges with some minor variations.\textsuperscript{201} The first method is by appointment. This way applies to principal judges in the federal system, like the Justices of Supreme Court, the Circuit Court Judges and the


District Court Judges. They must by appointed by the President and approved by the Senate, and they have lifetime tenure authorized by the Article 3 of the Constitution. The second method is election, which is widely used by states. The last one is to combine the two methods above together, in which voters have a chance to say “no” to a not well-performing judge in his or her “retention election.” For most jurisdictions, American judges are members of their state’s bar.

China has the largest population of the world. In spite of the peaceful nature of most Chinese, the number of suits is very large. In the year 2006, there were more than 8.1 million suits tried and closed. However, the number of judge of China has reached 210,000 in 2002. So the burden of every judge is only 29 cases per year in 2002.

________________________________________

202 Id.
203 Id.
204 Id. at 58.
205 Id. at 58.
206 Id. at 58.
207 Id. at 173.
is not a big number compared with an American judge, who tries on average ten times as many as his Chinese colleague does.\textsuperscript{211} In the Marbury case, in spite of some political interruption and delay, after the argument on Feb. 11, 1803, the judgment was given only 13 days later on Feb 24 by the Supreme Court of U.S. In such a case, the justices in the Supreme Court showed incredible decisiveness. In the Qi case, Qi filed the suit in April 1999 and got the final judgment in August 2001—without the obstacles or interruptions by legislature, the case lasted for more than two years. What is the reason for such low efficiency?

In U.S. as Justice Holmes said, "[t]he life of the law has not been logic; it has been experience,"\textsuperscript{212} Article III judges are appointed for life, and they can only be removed through the impeachment process. Those who are nominated are typically very accomplished private or government attorneys, judges in state courts, magistrate judges or bankruptcy judges, or law professors. The judiciary plays no role in the nomination or confirmation process.\textsuperscript{213} Federal judges abide by the Code of Conduct for United States Judges,\textsuperscript{214} a set of ethical principles and guidelines adopted by the Judicial Conference of

\textsuperscript{211} Wang Liming, Si fa gai ge yan jiu [Research on the Judicial Reform] 467, Fa lv chu ban she [Law Press, 2001].

\textsuperscript{212} Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., Common Law 1 (1881).

\textsuperscript{213} U.S. Const. art. III.

\textsuperscript{214} The Code of Conduct for United States Judges governs the conduct of United States Circuit Judges, District Judges, Court of International Trade Judges, Court of Federal Claims Judges, Bankruptcy Judges, and Magistrate Judges, initially adopted by the Judicial Conference on April 5, 1973 known as the "Code of Judicial Conduct for United States Judges." At its March 1987 session, the Judicial Conference deleted the word "Judicial" from the name of the Code. Substantial revisions to the Code were adopted by the Judicial Conference at its September 1992 session. Section C. of the Compliance section, following the code, was revised at the March 1996 Judicial Conference. Canons
the United States. The Code of Conduct provides guidance for judges on issues of judicial integrity and independence, judicial diligence and impartiality, permissible extra-judicial activities, and the avoidance of impropriety or even its appearance. They have a distinguished history of service to the legal profession through their writing, speaking, and teaching. This important role is recognized in the Code of Conduct, which encourages judges to engage in activities to improve the law, the legal system, and the administration of justice. Rich experience not only gives them deep understanding in law but also high credit and respect from the public. The state court judges are also bound by no less strict rules. So far, this standard and the election system of judges work well.

However, in China, according to the Article 9 of the Judges Law, a judge only has to meet flexible and relatively easy-achieved requirements as follows:

1. to be of the nationality of the People's Republic of China;
2. to have reached the age of 23;
3. to endorse the Constitution of the People's Republic of China;
4. to have fine political and professional quality and to be good in conduct;
5. to be in good health; and
6. to have engaged in the legal work for at least two years in the case of graduates of law major of colleges or universities or of non-law majors of

---

3C(3)(a) and 5C(4) were revised at the September 1996 Judicial Conference. Canon 3C(1)(c) was revised at the September 1999 Judicial Conference. The Compliance Section was clarified at the September 2000 Judicial Conference. It is available at http://www.uscourts.gov/guide/vol2/ch1.html#N_1_ (last visited Oct. 13, 2007).


colleges or universities but possessing the professional knowledge of law, and among whom those to assume the posts of judges of superior People's Courts and of the Supreme People's Court shall have engaged in the legal work for at least three years; or to have engaged in the legal work for at least one year in the case of those who have Master's Degree of Law or Doctor's Degree of Law, or those who have Master's Degree or Doctor's Degree of non-law majors but possess the professional knowledge of law, and among whom those to assume the posts of judges of superior People's Courts and of the Supreme People's Court shall have engaged in the legal work for at least two years.

The judicial personnel who do not possess the qualifications as provided by item (6) of the preceding paragraph prior to the implementation of this law shall receive training; the specific measures shall be made by the Supreme People's Court.

For the places as provided by the sixth item of the first paragraph, after being examined and determined by the Supreme People's Court, the academic qualification for judges may be eased for a specific period as two-year graduates of law major of colleges and universities.

Fa guan fa [Judges Law of the People’s Republic of China], art. 9.217

The requirements are simple and loose, which in fact means anybody can be a judge if permitted by the government. It may be possible that an unmarried graduate from a law

---

school in his or her early 20’s can try a divorce case of a 60 years old couple. And he or
she does not even have to be a law school student or a bar member, not to mention legal
experience in accordance with Article 9 (6) above. Therefore, the Chinese courts consist
of various personnel: mainly legal professionals, retired military officers, and others
transferred from other agencies of government.\footnote{Si fa gai ge bao gao: hong guo si fa gai ge bao gao[Report on the Judicial Reform of
China: The Reform of the Chinese Procuratorate and Court System] 71 (Sun Qian &
Zheng Chengliang ed., Fa lv Press [Law Press], 2004).} Lack of professionalization is perhaps
one of the reasons that a lower court may ask for higher court’s opinion for a case on trial
and the reason for low efficiency.

The Presidents of the People’s Supreme Court of China in the past made a lot effort
to change such a situation, as the former Presidents Zheng Tianxiang and Jiang Hua
called on to related agencies not to put in office demobilized and transferred armymen in
from the 1980s.\footnote{He Weifang, [Yun song zheng yi de fang shi] The Way to Deliver Justice 8 (Shanghai:
Sanlian Bookstore, 2002).} Legal scholars also complained about this situation a lot. However,
even a complaint in a temperate tongue could lead to a violent disagreement. After a
paper in the South of China published an essay of a famous law professor mildly
doubting the qualification of transferred armymen judges, writers from the army attacked
his view wildly with much longer articles in several influential papers published by the
military, especially at a political angle.\footnote{Id. at 261-99.} This is not surprising to anybody who is
familiar with the modern history of China. The military is fully controlled by the

\footnote{Si fa gai ge bao gao: hong guo si fa gai ge bao gao[Report on the Judicial Reform of
China: The Reform of the Chinese Procuratorate and Court System] 71 (Sun Qian &

\footnote{He Weifang, [Yun song zheng yi de fang shi] The Way to Deliver Justice 8 (Shanghai:
Sanlian Bookstore, 2002).}

\footnote{Id. at 261-99.}
Communist Party of China\textsuperscript{221} and the most political part of Chinese government structure.\textsuperscript{222}

Such a composition of judicial agencies cannot contribute much to the reputation authority of the court system in the heart of the public. In addition, the dependent position of the court as discussed above, put the judges in an unfortunate situation: on one side, they are respected, not for their outstanding ability and flawless morality but the power in their hands; on the other side, they are ignored, not only for their position in the government and strictly limited power, but also for the impression of judges in common people’s minds. It is said that in a conference of government, the court’s representatives called on an increase of the salary of judges; representatives from the financial department countered with a question: “What for? At what point are you better than the others?” The jurists could not answer.\textsuperscript{223}

Another inescapable question is the phenomenon of corruption in the Chinese judicial system.\textsuperscript{224} As scholars pointed out “the problem of judicial corruption is more severe now than it has been in the past. In 2004 alone, two members of a Higher Level People's Court and two officials in a Higher Level People's Procuratorate, both provincial-level

\begin{flushright}


\textsuperscript{223} He Weifang, [Yun song zheng yi de fang shi] The Way to Deliver Justice 8 (Shanghai: Sanlian Bookstore 2002).

institutions, were investigated for corruption and bribery. In the same year, 35,031 government officials were tried for corruption and bribery, and more than 1275 of those bribery and appropriation cases involved more than ¥ 1 million.\textsuperscript{225}

Can all in such a group of people be trusted with the responsibility and authority to interpret the Constitution and judge cases in accordance with such a complex code? It is hard to give a positive answer for both the policy-maker and the public.

E. Different Trends of American Law and Chinese Law

Interestingly, as China is trying to refer to the experience of American jurisprudence, the American legal system also experienced doubt and criticism.\textsuperscript{226} The appearance of critical legal studies movement was a reflection,\textsuperscript{227} including the critics on judicial review power doubting whether it is effective or even harmful,\textsuperscript{228} and also whether the court’s power could properly promote social reforms.\textsuperscript{229} The political structure of China is obviously more convenient for reforms, as shown by the several changes\textsuperscript{230} during the modern history of China. However, the problem of policy-over-law style is more and


\textsuperscript{226} Judge Charles W. Pickering, \textit{A Price Too High: The Judiciary in Jeopardy} 263 (Stroud & Hall 2007).


\textsuperscript{228} Mark Tushnet, Taking the Constitution away from the Courts 1 (Princeton University Press 1999).


\textsuperscript{230} David Curtis Wright, \textit{The History of China} xx (Greenwood Press 2001). There is a timeline of historical events happened after the Communist Party began its reign.
more serious. A too flexible system cannot lead to any confidence in its stability. A legal systematization of politics is called for by scholars.\textsuperscript{231}

Under the effect of liberalism, private rights constitute the basis of the political theories.\textsuperscript{232} Now a tide of emphasizing the public interests grows up. Many people have started to think that sometimes private rights should be subject to the interests of the public particularly in several areas, like intellectual and real property.\textsuperscript{233} However, in China, the returning of the private rights is still on its summit. Extremely strong public power is more and more doubted and private rights have been written into the newly amended Constitution of People’s Republic of China.\textsuperscript{234}


When the jurists are said to be too powerful, too activist,\textsuperscript{235} or even “tyrannical”\textsuperscript{236} in the United States, their equivalents in China are gradually growing up to attract more and more attention.

Any change a country is making should depend on the specific condition it is confronting. Although in different directions, both countries are moving on to adapt to their new time and new situation.


\textsuperscript{236} See Steven W. Fitschen, Impeaching Federal Judges: A Covenantal and Constitutional Response to Judicial Tyranny, 10 Regent U. L. Rev. 111 (1998).“As they are today…Americans have often been concerned about judicial activism, judicial tyranny, evolutionary jurisprudence, rendering unconstitutional opinions, and the like.” at p127-128. See also Mark Sutherland, etc., Judicial Tyranny - the New Kings of America? (Amerisearch, Inc. 2005).
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION: A LONG WAY TO GO WITH A HEAVY BURDEN

It has been 200 years since the Marbury v. Madison case established the judicial review mechanism in the United States in 1803. The later cases proved how important the case is in protecting the authority of Constitution, balancing the legislative, executive and judicial powers of government, and defending human rights. Without judicial review the country will be in the danger that the constitution is only a couple pieces of paper. The People’s Republic of China has been in such a danger of this for decades. Now is the time to eliminate such danger. However, there is always a long distance between ideal and reality, sometimes necessity and possibility. The impractical text of the Constitution, the strong effect from other branches and the problems in the judicial system itself make necessary and urgent judicial reform are unlikely to be finished as soon as needed. Nevertheless, the judicialization of the Constitution is gradually happening in this ancient eastern country.

The Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi case was a likely one to become the so called “first constitutional case” of China. Its faults were criticized by many scholars, and they are too true to deny. However, the meaning of the Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi case is not how wonderfully it applied a provision of the Constitution of China or how “correctly” it understands the meaning of “judicial review.” But it is an admission of the idea that “China thinks the constitution need to be reviewed and its present review system needs to be improved.” It is also a signal of beginning of this process.

China’s favorable balance of trade always elicits complaints by some States, but China also likes importing, from Marxism to Boeing Aircrafts.238 The judicial review system of constitutionality is on the list of imports and the United States is an attractive place of origin. But how much of the system can be imported is questioned. Although there are deep differences between the two legal systems, it cannot be a reason for rejecting such a way of protecting the people. The Qi case displays the possibility that it may work for China.

However, for the common Chinese courts to effectively use the power of judicial review as the U.S does, some preconditions must be satisfied: first, the text of China’s Constitution must be amended to make it more practicable with more limitation to the government; second, the court’s position in the government must be elevated and independent from the other branches, especially the legislative agencies’ policy; third, every court must be independent in the process of trial and not affected by the higher courts’ opinions; fourth, more qualified judges are needed; fifth, the requirements for judges need to be more delicately amended. Without the conditions above, the judicial review of constitutionality in China is only a form or a performance.
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